Announcing Progressive Expansion with Big "I" Markets

Big "I" Markets is excited to announce that members in nearly all states can now access Progressive for personal & commercial auto, watercraft, and recreational vehicles! This market is not available in AK, HI or MI.

Commercial Auto
Progressive Insurance offers a wide range of commercial auto insurance programs to fit the needs of the small business operation. Whether it's for passenger autos or heavy trucks, Progressive can write the policy. We offer robust coverages for a wide variety of drivers and vehicle types, with accurate and competitive pricing that considers each risk independently. Examples of eligibility include:

- Janitorial services
- Retail shops
- Couriers
- Airport/hotel shuttles
- Landscapers and snowplowers
- Heavy construction
- Food truck vendors
- Wholesale route distributors
- Social/health services
- Religious/nonprofit organizations
- Adult/child care
- Contractors
- Concrete/asphalt
- Farming and livestock
- Food delivery

Progressive offers robust coverage options such as:
- Higher Limits - up to $2M
- Any Auto Liability
- Hired Auto Liability
- Employers' Non-Ownership Liability
- Drive Other Car
- Roadside Assistance
- Rental Reimbursement

Personal Auto
Progressive is the #1 auto insurance sold through independent agents and brokers in the U.S. With Progressive, your customers will get competitive products and outstanding claims and customer service. We are confident that you can grow your agency by quoting all your business with Progressive!

Extra Coverage and Benefits:*
- Roadside assistance
- Loan/lease payoff
- Rental car reimbursement
- Custom parts and equipment value
- Rideshare coverage
- Deductible savings bank

Discounts:*
- Multi-policy discount
- Snapshot: Big discounts for good drivers
- Safe driver discount

The product and eligibility may have been revised or discontinued since the original article was written. Review the Information page for each product on Big "I" Markets for current content and instructions.
Recreational Vehicles (Personally owned RVs Only)
Progressive provides coverage for motor homes with an original cost new value up to $500,000. Also eligible are travel trailers, fifth-wheel trailers, pop-up trailers, truck-mounted campers, Airstream trailers and toy haulers (max value of $300,000). Bus Conversions (professional and non-professional) are also eligible. Maximum coverage limit varies by state.

Stationary units: Coverage and guidelines vary by state. Please contact underwriter to discuss eligibility.

Bus Conversions:
- Colored photos of interior and exterior are required (Front, Back and Side)
- Underwriting Approval Required

Extra RV Coverages:*
- Roadside assistance
- Total loss replacement
- Replacement cost/personal effects
- Vacation liability
- Full timer's liability
- Loss assessment
- Emergency expense coverage
- Pet injury coverage

RV Discounts:*
- Multi-policy
- Quote in advance
- Original owner
- Pay in full
- Responsible driver
- Prompt payment
- Claim free renewal
- Homeowners
- Continuous insurance
- Paperless
- Small accident forgiveness

*Coverages and discounts vary by state

The product and eligibility may have been revised or discontinued since the original article was written. Review the Information page for each product on Big "I" Markets for current content and instructions.
• Large accident forgiveness
• Disappearing deductibles

*Coverages and discounts not available in all states.

To learn more or request a quote, log in to www.bigmarkets.com and select Auto & Home Standard Markets, Commercial Auto Monoline or Recreational Vehicles. Boats and Motorcycles can be insured through the Auto & Home Standard Markets product.